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made to a valuable paper * by Mr. A. W. Purchas, in which useful data is
given, and the following table has been calculated from his recommendations.
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The depths of submersion here given represent a fair average of current
practice; the ratio of air to water represents the volume of air necessary to
raise unit volume of water against the particular lift. The latter values are
calculated by a formula given by Mr. Purchas, but assuming that atmospheric
temperature and the temperature of the water at the foot-piece are equal,
the quantities are the net quantities required at the foot-piece, and do not
allow for leakages, slip and losses in the compressor, &c. The figures are
less than commonly supposed in practice, and if air volum.es are calculated
on the displacement of the compressor, quantities rather more than double
those given will generally be necessary. The experimental results of Mr,
Purchas and also of Dr. Jn. S. Owens (British Association Meeting, Septem-
ber, 1921) show that air volumes of from 2 to 2! times the figures in the cal-
culated table were actually employed.
As a result of his experiments Mr. Purchas arrives at the conclusion that
high efficiency synchronizes with a low velocity of the rising mixture through
the foot-piece, or else a low ratio by volume of air to water, or both simul-
taneously. This suggests as large a rising main as possible, and other experi-
ments carried out at the Wisconsin University f indicate that a further im-
portant economy is secured by expanding the main towards the top. Further
data on this point is desirable, as too large a rising main permits excessive
slip of the water between the rising air bubbles; obviously, however, the
bubbles have expanded considerably towards the top, and a greater sectional
area of pipe is permissible there.
The efficiency of an air-lift pump is generally measured by the ratio of
the water horse-power in useful work done to the air horse-power supplied
at the foot-piece. The over-all efficiency of the plant, however, is the ratio
of the water horse-power raised to the I.H.P. at the compressor or to the
* Proc. lust. Mcch. Engineers, Nov., 1917, p. 613.
f Bulletin, University of Wisconsin, U.S.A., No. 667, 1911.
 

